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Location: a country in Europe, on the 
south-east coast of the Baltic Sea. In 1989, the 
National Geographic Institute of France iden-
tified the geographical centre of Europe 110 
km east of Kaunas.

Language: Lithuanian language belongs to the 
Baltic group of Indo-European languages and 
is one of the official languages of the European 
Union. Linguists say that Lithuanian language 
is closely related to the ancient Sanskrit 
language. It is one of the oldest surviving 
languages on Earth.

Religion: The religion in Lithuania is predomi-
nantly Roman Catholic. In addition to Roman 
Catholics, there are Russian Orthodox, 
Evangelical Lutherans, Evangelical Reformers, 
Old Believers, Jews, Sunni Muslims and 
Karaims. 

Lithuania

Capital: Vilnius

Area: 65,300 sq. km

Population: 2.8 million (2018)

Neighbouring countries: Poland, Latvia, 
Russia, Belarus

Ethnic composition: 
• Lithuanians – 83.1% 
• Poles – 6%
• Russians – 5.8%
• other nationalities – 5.1%

Currency: Euro (EUR)

Time zone: GMT+2 (winter), GMT+3 (summer)

Climate: Average temperature is +19°C in 
July, and -5°C in January

Internet code: .LT

Telephone code: 370

International memberships: EU, NATO, 
Schengen Agreement
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• The incentive is available for fiction films, 
TV films, documentaries and animated 
films.

• At least 80% of Lithuanian production costs 
have to be spent in Lithuania.

• The minimum spend in Lithuania has to be 
at least 43 000 EUR.

• The film has to meet cultural content and 
production criteria.  

• Lithuanian film centre provides compre-
hensive information about Lithuanian film 
industry and Tax incentive.

          

                           More information: 
                           www.lkc.lt

Shoot in Lithuania.
Save up to 30%  of your Lithuanian production 
budget.

Film Tax Incentive
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Area: 158 sq. km
Population: 293 thousand (2017)
Ethnic composition of the city’s population:
•   Lithuanians - 93.6%
•   Russians - 3.8%
•   other nationalities - 2,6%

Kaunas is the second-largest city in Lithuania, 
located in the central part of the country, at 
the confluence of the two largest Lithuanian 
rivers – the Nemunas and the Neris. Kaunas is 
and has historically been the leading centre of 
Lithuanian economic, academic, and cultural 
life. It was the temporary capital of Lithuania 
during the interwar period. Since 1991, it is the 
only city in Lithuania which is a member of the 
international confederation ‘New Hansa’. 

Kaunas is located 100 kilometres from the 
capital Vilnius, and 212 kilometres from 
Klaipėda, the country’s largest seaport. 

History of the City 
Archeological excavations indicate that people 
settled at the confluence of the Nemunas 
and the Neris rivers back in the seventh-sixth 
millennium BC; the most affluent collections 
of ceramics and other artifacts found are from 
the second and first millennium BC.

A settlement on the site of current Kaunas old 
town was first mentioned in written sources 
in 1361. To fend off the attacks of Crusaders, 
a stone castle was built in the 14th century, 
which became an important part of the city’s 
defence system. In 1408, the town was granted 
Magdeburg Rights by Vytautas the Great, 
which gave Kaunas the right to be called a 
city, to have a coat of arms and a seal, to 
conduct international trade more successfully. 
Since then, Kaunas began to grow rapidly. In 
1441, after signing the Hanseatic agreement, 

Kaunas

merchants of Hanseatic cities opened a 
Kontor, which operated until 1532. In the 
16th century, Kaunas became one of the best 
formed cities in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

In 1812, Kaunas ended up in the vortex of 
Russian-French war. In Kaunas, Napoleon with 
220 thousand soldiers crossed the Nemunas 
by pontoon bridges. And it was Kaunas 
where the French army suffered their final 
catastrophe. During that war, the city was 
devastated twice.

Great importance for the economic 
development of Kaunas had the railway line 
that was built in 1862, and the first electric 
power-station that was launched in 1898. 
New buildings were growing rapidly in the 
New Town... However, further development of 
Kaunas was halted by the First World War.

In 1919, Russians occupied Vilnius, so the 
State Council and the Cabinet of Ministers 
settled in Kaunas. In 1920, Vilnius was 
occupied by Poland, Kaunas became the 
temporary capital of Lithuania, and it received 
a historic and unique opportunity to be the 
most important city of the young independent 
state. In 1923, Italian journalist Giuseppe 
Salvatori was visiting here and he could not 
believe it: “My heart sank. I thought, how can 
this village, so unpresentable, so unimpressive, 
be the capital of a European country?”
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At that time Kaunas really looked miserable. 
The city’s main streets stank, crooked boards 
served as sidewalks. Laisvės alėja (Liberty 
Avenue) was dominated by tiny Jewish shops 
with signboards made from all kinds of scrap. 

But over the 20 years, progressive intellec-
tuals have built a true capital city with banks, 
universities, theatres, funiculars, parks, 
churches, luxurious palaces, museums, nursing 
homes, arenas, modern residential houses... 
and have proven that a young country can 
speak in unique architectural language that is 
reflecting the times.

Kaunas has numerous extant buildings in 
Bauhaus-style which was then regarded as 
avant-garde in Europe; Lithuanian architects 
competed in international exhibitions with 
the designs of those buildings and had won 
various awards. Central Post Office Palace, 
Lithuanian Bank building, Officers’ Club, Fire 
station, Vytautas the Great War Museum, 
cinema Romuva, Ministry of Justice, Seimas 
Palace, Chamber of Commerce, Industry and 
Crafts, Milk Centre – we can continue with the 
list of buildings that are adorning Kaunas up to 
this day.

Due to the modern interbellum architecture 
and notably refined sense of style of the local 
ladies, Kaunas in the interwar period was 
called ‘The Little Paris’. At that time, Kaunas 
was one of the control points of international 
Monte Carlo Rally. Each contestant of the rally 
had to stop in Kaunas and get a mark at a 
special checkpoint.

For a long time, football had been the most 
popular sport, but after the Lithuanian team 
won the European basketball championship 
title in Riga in 1937, it had to concede this 
position to basketball. And when in 1939 

Lithuanian national team again defended 
the basketball championship title in Kaunas, 
for Lithuanians basketball became the most 
popular sport by far, and remains such up to 
this day.

Like this, during the interwar period, Kaunas 
from a humble centre of the North West 
province of the Tsarist Russian Empire turned 
into a comfortable, dynamic, real Western 
city, the cradle of Lithuanian intelligentsia and 
culture. 

However, this period of prosperity was broken 
by the Soviet occupation that had done the 
most damage. After the Second World War, 
when Vilnius was restored to be the capital, 
Kaunas became the second-largest city of 
Lithuania by size and population.

In 2015, Kaunas interwar 
architecture was celebrated and
awarded the European Heritage
Label

In 2015, Kaunas was the first in
Central and Eastern Europe to
receive the status of UNESCO
design city (within the UNESCO
Creative Cities Network)

In 2022, Kaunas will be the
European Capital of Culture
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Kaunas can be easily reached by various means 
of transport. Due to convenient geographical 
position, Kaunas is connected by road with other 
major Lithuanian and foreign centres. 

Kaunas is located 100 kilometres from the 
Lithuanian capital Vilnius, and 212 kilometres 
from Klaipėda, the country’s largest port.

Kaunas international airport is located 14 km to 
the north-east from the centre of Kaunas. It can 
receive and handle almost all types of aircraft. 

S. Darius and S. Girėnas Business Class Airport 
(ICAO: EYKS) is located three kilometres from 
the centre of Kaunas. It is the oldest in Lithuania 
and one of the oldest still operating airports in 
Europe (founded in 1915). In 2017, the aero-
drome was reconstructed, and currently has a 
1130 m long and 50 m wide runway.

In Kaunas, the two main roads of the country 
intersect: A1 and Via Baltica (E67). A1 highway 
Vilnius – Kaunas – Klaipėda connects the capital 
Vilnius with the ice-free seaport of Klaipėda, 
while the Via Baltica (E67) route extends from 
Estonia to Poland, crosses Latvia, and is a part of 
the Trans-European highway system connecting 
Northern and Central Europe with Western 
Europe.

Kaunas is a large railway junction. The city’s 
railway station is located in a strategically good 
location, because it’s only 15 minutes walk to 
the main street of the city – Laisvės Alėja (Liberty 
Avenue). 

Kaunas is the centre of Lithuania’s inland water 
transport with all the necessary infrastructure - 
passenger and cargo ports, marinas, boat repair 
area, as well as administrative and organizational 
structures.

Transport

Kaunas Airport

Road Transport

Trains

Water transportation
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The main objectives of Kaunas Film Office are 
to present Kaunas to filmmakers, to attract 
foreign and Lithuanian film industry companies 
to come with their film productions, to provide 
full assistance and to create favourable condi-
tions for filming in the spaces of Kaunas city 
and surroundings.

• We provide high quality services and 
comprehensive information on the filming 
conditions and rules in Kaunas city and 
region;

• We mediate between local authorities 
and filmmakers in all matters to make the 
film production process a smooth and 
rewarding experience;

• We take care of all necessary permits;
• We provide information about all film 

production related services;
• We do location scouting and management.

Kaunas Film Office

Member: European Film 
Commissions Network
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TULPANI, LOVE, HONOUR AND A BICYCLE
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Johan Renck 
(Sweden)
Director
“We scouted Lithuania, and we came to 
Kaunas. We all were particularly interested in 
Kaunas, because Kaunas has a very different 
spirit… In Kaunas you feel a different historical 
meaning. It has much more character. Capitals 
are always very anxious and they want to 
please – oh, we wannna be like Europe, or 
whatever. Whereas Kaunas doesn’t really 
care, Kaunas wants to be Kaunas. It’s super 
interesting. It’s also very interesting to see and 
come to its two so different souls – the winter 
soul, and the summer soul. Such a really 
wonderful place in the summer.”

Sanne Wohlenberg 
(Germany)     
Producer
“This is our third week of filming of Chernobyl 
and we’re thrilled to be starting production 
in Kaunas, a city with a rich cultural heritage. 
We could not have got to this point without 

What Others Say About Us

the wealth of support from the Municipality of 
Kaunas. Everyone at HBO, Sky Atlantic, Sister 
Pictures and Mighty Mint would like to take 
this opportunity to thank the people of Kaunas 
in allowing us to film on the streets of their 
beautiful city.”  

Lineta Mišeikytė 
(Lithuania) 
Producer
“Kaunas has plenty of authentic, well-pre-
served interwar era buildings and interiors. 
Kaunas is an ideal choice for those who need 
to render the inter-war theme in their film.”

Saskia Weisheit 
(Germany)
Director
“My head explodes from uniqueness of 
Kaunas. There are plenty of places pulsating 
with the interbellum spirit. Wherever the 
camera turns, authenticity is everywhere – 
architecture of walls and details, stylistics of 
windows, doors.”
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Marius A. Markevicius 
(USA)
Director
“I’ve had the unique opportunity of filming 
both a documentary and a narrative feature 
film in Kaunas. Both times it was an amazing 
experience. Kaunas is a city where you can feel 
its distinctive history and culture everywhere 
you go – in the sights, the sounds, the streets, 
the architecture... and most importantly, in the 
people. It’s a very film friendly city.”

Rod Freedman 
(Australia)
Director
“Lithuania is a historical country, and Kaunas 
is the city that has great potential. I think that 
this could be a great place for filming a docu-
mentary, because some parts of the city are 
very authentic and untouched by time.”

David Chabashvilli
(Georgia)
Director
“This is a very peaceful town, combining 
European architecture of different eras – from 

the Middle Ages to modernism and the present 
day. Different styles are perfectly reflected in 
the churches of the city. While visiting various 
places of Kaunas, it was very pleasant to 
imagine them in a film script.”

Pille Runk
(Estonia)
Producer

“Kaunas has a great potential for film produc-
tions. Of all the places I’ve visited, in particular 
impressive was Žaliakalnis with its funicular 
- this part of Kaunas is unusual for cities in the 
Baltic region. And the Church of Resurrection 
looked just fantastic.”

Gary Allen Tuck 
(UK)
Producer

“Kaunas is a unique city with special 
character due to its modernist architecture 
which shapes its centre. It is also a pleasure 
to film in Kaunas because Kaunas Film Office 
makes filming in this city a simple and smooth 
process.”
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Kaunas Old Town is the oldest part of Kaunas 
city. Monument of urbanistics. Kaunas Old 
Town was formed over several centuries – the 
extant authentic urban heritage is almost 600 
years old. Buildings in Gothic, Renaissance, 
Baroque and later styles of architecture are 
numerous in the Old Town, there are plenty of 
valuable historical, cultural and architectural 
heritage sites.

Old Town

Old Town
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The heart of Kaunas – the Town Hall, the 
living history of the city, also called the 
‘White Swan’ by Kaunas residents, was laid 
down in 1542. This is one of the oldest and 
most beautiful buildings of the temporary 
capital. It was reconstructed several times; 

Kaunas Town Hall 

not only the interior but also the exterior 
was modified, different architectural styles 
were applied. Currently, in the Town Hall 
architecture there are elements of 3 styles 
predominant – Gothic, Baroque and early 
Classicism.

Old Town
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The castle on the confluence of the Nemunas 
and the Neris rivers was built in the 14th 
century to fend off the attacks of Crusaders. 
It is one of the first stone castles in Lithuania, 
and also the only one with two rows of 

Kaunas Castle

defensive walls. Around this Gothic defensive 
structure, a settlement was built that grew into 
the current city.  The castle is mentioned in 
written sources for the first time in 1361.

Old Town
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This is one of the most unique museums in 
the Baltics. The exhibition depicts the nine-
teenth century pharmacy of a Lithuanian 
town. The museum’s collection consists of 
personal belongings of Lithuanian doctors and 

Museum of History of Lithuanian Medicine 
and Pharmaceutics

pharmacists, medical devices, documents, 
equipment of hospitals and pharmacies. As 
for the architecture of the building, Gothic and 
Renaissance elements are predominant.

Old Town
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Kaunas has many churches and places of 
worship for different religions - Catholic, 
Jewish, Orthodox, Old Believers, Tatar, 
Evangelical Lutheran, Reformed tradition, 
Mormon... There are also 8 monasteries in 
Kaunas.

Places of Worship

Places of Worship
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This is one of the most impressive and beautiful 
examples of Baroque architecture throughout 
Northern Europe. This sanctuary on the 
outskirts of Kaunas was built in the seven-
teenth century. The ensemble was designed by 
the Italian architect Giovanni Battista Frediani.

Pažaislis Church and 
Monastery Complex

Places of Worship
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It is the only Gothic basilica style church and 
the biggest Gothic sacral building in Lithuania. 
Although built in the fifteenth century, it was 
reconstructed several times; it took on the 

Kaunas Cathedral Basilica of Apostles 
St. Peter and St. Paul

features of Renaissance, Baroque, Classicism, 
Neo-Gothic, Neo-Baroque styles. 
The Cathedral is included in the Pilgrim Route 
of John Paul II.

Places of Worship
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It’s the biggest basilica church of monu-
mental architecture in the Baltic countries. 
Construction of it started in 1934, and it was 
fully completed only in 2004. The church can 
accommodate over 5,000 people. 

Kaunas Christ’s Resurrection Church

On its roof there is a chapel and a terrace with 
panoramic view of Kaunas. Height of the main 
tower is 70 metres, which makes it the tallest 
building in Kaunas.

Places of Worship
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Kaunas Garrison Church was built in 
1891-1895 in the Neo-Byzantine style with all 
the features of an Orthodox Church. It was 
built for the Kaunas military garrison and was 
meant to be the representative building of 

St. Michael the Archangel Church (Sobor)

Kaunas military fortress. In the construction 
of this sobor, a 16.3 m diameter reinforced 
concrete dome was installed – for the first 
time in Lithuania. Now it is used as a Roman 
Catholic Church.

Places of Worship
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The synagogue was built in 1871. The 
Neo-Baroque style building is of the type of 
reform synagogues widespread at the end of 
the nineteenth century. The synagogue has a 
rectangular plan, high arched windows and a 
dome.

The Choral Synagogue

Places of Worship
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In 1795 Kaunas was taken over by the 
Russian Empire. In the mid-19th century, 
when Kaunas Governorate was established, 
buildings of typical Russian architecture we 
started to be built in the city. Although there 

Tsarist Architecture

are not so many authentic buildings extant, the 
slopes of Kaunas Forts are still surrounded 
by impressive artillery warehouses and 
gunpowder magazines, officers’ housings and 
concrete barracks - shelters.

Tsarist Architecture
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The fortress, built between 1882 and 1915, 
was one of several largest and most important 
fortresses throughout the Russian Empire 
of that time, and it had to make Kaunas an 
impenetrable city. Kaunas Fortress by its 
defensive value equalled to Warsaw and 
Brest military fortresses. It consisted of 
administrative buildings, barracks, artillery 

Kaunas Fortress

warehouses, bombshelters, railway lines, 
cobblestone roads, etc. The most important 
part of it - defensive ring of forts and batteries. 
Kaunas Fortress is relatively well-preserved 
and perfectly illustrates the evolution of fortifi-
cation of the late 19th - early 20th centuries. In 
total, nine forts were built in Kaunas.

Kaunas Fortress
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Modernist ideas, which were quite rapidly 
spreading in the bigger part of the Western 
world after the World War I, soon found their 
way to Lithuania as well. Architects studying 
abroad brought these ideas to their native 
land, and here they acquired a distinctive 
form, often called the Kaunas school of 
architecture. Each of the architects who 
worked here had a distinctive style, featuring 
different modern variations, in which historicist 
elements, search for the ‘national style’ or just 
attempts to convey the fundamental principles 
of modernism under local circumstances were 
manifesting.

Interwar Architecture

It is mainly in Kaunas where the most interwar 
modernist buildings were built. The fact that 
the construction was carried out not by indi-
vidual buildings but in entire complexes, 
allowed the interwar modernist architectural 
property development to form a unique archi-
tectural character of the city of Kaunas, which 
became the most significant part of its image 
and identity.

Interwar Architecture

In 2015, Kaunas interwar architecture 
was celebrated and awarded the 
European Heritage Label
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The building was designed by the famous 
architect Edmundas Frykas, completed in 
1928, as the Court of Justice, with the Ministry 
of Justice of the interwar period, the Division 
of the High Court. In 1936, after remodelling, 
the building was adapted for the sessions 

Kaunas State Philharmonic

of Seimas (Lithuanian Parliament). During 
the interwar period this was one of the most 
important representative buildings in Kaunas. 
It has features of two then fashionable archi-
tectural styles – Neoclassicism and Art Deco.

Interwar Architecture
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Built in 1937, Lithuanian Officers’ Club is one 
of the most impressive buildings of the late 
interwar period in Lithuania. Its architecture 
and decoration witness the exceptional 
social status the officers had in the interwar 
Lithuania. 

Kaunas Officers’ Club

Interwar Architecture
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Built in 1930-1932, the Central Post Office 
Palace is one of the main representative 
buildings of the interwar period. It is a particu-
larly significant symbol of ‘national style’ 
modernist architecture. With its curved linear 
windows, it is valued as the first example of 
Lithuanian functionalism.

Kaunas Central Post Office

Interwar Architecture
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Romuva is the last cinema theatre that began 
operating in then still free Kaunas (1940). At 
that time, this cinema with 687 seats was the 
largest and most modern one in the Baltics. 
The cinema theatre is represented by the Art 
Deco shaped facade with a high glass promo-
tional tower, rising above the corner of the 

Cinema ‘Romuva’

lobby roof. Romuva is a unique relic of the 
interwar period. It is the oldest, the only one 
still operating interwar cinema in Lithuania. 

In 2015, Kaunas cinema 
‘Romuva’ became the 
member of the European 
cinema network 
‘Europa Cinemas’

Interwar Architecture
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This is the testament to the maturity of the 
modern Lithuanian culture, a monument to 
one of the greatest medieval Lithuanian rulers. 
Construction of the building began in 1930, 
and was completed in 1934. Its architecture 
combines the classical tradition and elements, 
characteristic to modernism.

Vytautas the Great 
Military Museum

Interwar Architecture
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Kaunas is the only city in Lithuania (and in 
the Baltic states) with this type of transport, 
operating since 1931. In Žaliakalnis and 
Aleksotas, these ‘hill-climbing cabins’ are now 
used as means of communication and also as 
means of entertainment. 

Funiculars

Interwar Architecture
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The Soviet period had significantly changed 
the face of Kaunas. After the WWII, the elite 
of the interwar architects fled to the West, but 
many of their students remained in Kaunas 
and tried to retain the city’s identity. However, 
resisting the force of planned economy and the 
government regime has not been easy. 

Soviet Architecture

Soviet Architecture
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Kaunas has always been an important indus-
trial centre. When industrial revolution reached 
Kaunas in the mid-nineteenth century, rapid 
development of factories, power plants, 
railway hubs became unstoppable. Different 
industries prevailed and flourished depending 
on the changing economic conditions. 

Industrial Objects

There are many impressive industrial sites in 
the city – some of them are not operating, but 
have retained their authenticity, while some 
have been successfully adapted for the current 
activities.

Industrial Objects
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Kaunas is one of the greenest cities in 
Lithuania. Green areas are not just surrounding 
Kaunas, but they are also located in the city 
proper – from the Santakos Park (Confluence 
Park) in the Old Town to the Ąžuolynas 

Landscapes

(Oakwood Park) with total area of 63 hectares. 
17 percent of Kaunas territory are parks. 
Kaunas has a yacht club and marina, a zoo 
and a botanical garden.

Landscapes
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It is the Europe’s largest oak park located 
in an urban area (about 770 oaks). Most of 
the trees are 100 to 320 years old. The park 
was developed in the late 1920’s, when a 
former suburban forest was swallowed by the 

Oakwood Park

expanding city. And in 1935, the Oakwood 
Park was redesigned in English style with 
curved footpaths. Total area of the park is 
84.42 hectares, it is only 2 km from the city 
centre. 

Landscapes
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The Botanical Garden was founded in 1923. It 
occupies 62.5 hectares. In this oasis of parks, 
small bridges and natural beauty, visitors can 
see various plants and the largest conservatory 
in Lithuania.

Botanical Garden

Landscapes
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The zoo was opened in 1938, near the 
Ažuolynas (Oakwood) park, the largest park in 
the city. This is the only state zoo in Lithuania. 
Here you can see about 250 species and types 
of animals from different continents of the 
world. 

Zoo

Landscapes
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It is a naturally formed hill, with the height 
of 63.6 m, and it is a part of the protected 
Jiesia State Landscape Reserve. Supposedly, 
from this hill, on 23 June 1812, the Emperor 

Napoleon’s Hill 
(Jiesia mound)

Landscapes Landscapes
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of France, Napoleon Bonaparte watched the 
French troops crossing the Nemunas river. 

Landscapes
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Kaunas region is the ‘Green Emerald’ of 
Lithuania, located in the very centre of the 
country. Here, the living history impressively 
connects with the beauty and riches of nature. 
Wonderful bends and valleys of the three 
largest Lithuanian rivers – Nemunas, Neris 
and Nevėžis, Kaunas Reservoir Regional Park, 
unspoilt nature of reserves, mounds, manors, 
cosy towns and villages fascinate and attract 
the eye.

Kaunas Surroundings

Kaunas Surroundings
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The Open-Air Museum of Lithuania is located 
near Kaunas. It is one of the largest (195 ha) 
and having the most exhibits (91,420) among 
ethnographic open-air museums in Europe. 
The museum reflects the mode of life, work 

Open Air Museum of Lithuania 
(Lithuanian Folk Museum, Rumšiškės)

and traditions of peasants and townspeople of 
all Lithuanian ethnographic areas from the end 
of the 18th century till the first half of the 20th 
century.

Kaunas Surroundings
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Kaunas Reservoir (or Kaunas Lagoon) is the 
largest artificial water reservoir in Lithuania, 
created in 1959 by damming the Nemunas 
River. Kaunas Reservoir Regional Park was 
established with the purpose to protect the 
unique landscape of Kaunas Reservoir, its 
grand outcrops, flooded mouths of Nemunas 
tributaries and cultural heritage values.
In the widest part, the reservoir is 3.3 km, 

Kaunas Reservoir

and in the narrowest – 0.3 km. The deepest 
place is 22 meters, and the total length of the 
coastline is 200 kilometres.

It is a versatile body of water, which has 
already been used in films as a sea, lake and 
rivers of various widths.

Kaunas Surroundings
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It is one of the most beautiful cognitive trails in 
Lithuania (1.3 km long) surrounded by natu-
rally grown junipers on a steep slope. From 
this trail, the landscape of Kaunas lagoon 
opens with natural vegetation, overgrown 
islands and peninsulas, detached farmhouses 
on the hillsides of the opposite bank.

Juniper Valley

Kaunas Surroundings
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Nemuno Žiedas (Nemunas Ring) is the only 
specialized racing circuit for cars and motor-
cycles in Lithuania, founded in 1960, recon-
structed in 1987. Its length is almost 3400 
meters.

Nemunas Ring

Kaunas Surroundings Kaunas Surroundings
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It is the only river ferry remaining in Lithuania, 
which started to carry people across the 
Nemunas in the beginning of the twentieth 
century. Later on it also started taking cars. To 
this day, the ferry ride of a few minutes allows 
avoiding a detour of some 50 kilometres. 

Vilkija Ferry

Kaunas Surroundings
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Around Kaunas, there are manor houses 
and castles built in various times, wooden 
and stone, abandoned and well-preserved, 
witnessing dramatic events of our nation’s 
history.

Manors and Castles

Manors and Castles
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Lithuanian monument of Renaissance archi-
tecture of the early seventeenth century. 
The manor, along with two officine buildings, 
conservatory, stables and icehouse, located in 
the 3.8-hectare park territory, form a unified 
Manor Ensemble. 

Raudondvaris Manor

Manors and Castles
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Raudonė Castle was built in the end of the 16th 

century. This is a Renaissance era object. The 
castle is built of red brick, without plasterwork 
applied. The castle is surrounded by an old 
Raudonė park (26.8 ha).

Raudonė Castle

Manors and Castles Manors and Castles
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MISSION BAYERN
(2012 Germany)
PRODUCTION COMPANY: 
Peter Prestel Productions
DIRECTOR: Saskia Weisheit
PRODUCER: Peter Prestel

MYTHOS SILBERPFEILE
(2012 Germany)
PRODUCTION COMPANY: 
Cas Film UG & Co.KG
DIRECTOR: Saskia Weisheit
PRODUCER: Cassian von Salomon

ANNA KARENINA
(2012 Italy, France)
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Lux Vide
DIRECTOR: Christian Duguay
PRODUCER: Luca Bernabei
CAST: Vittoria Puccini, Santiago Cabrera, 
Benjamin Sadler, Lou De Laage

GANGSTERS
(2014 Sweden)
PRODUCTION COMPANY: B-reel Feature Film
DIRECTOR: Mikael Marcimain
PRODUCERS: Fredrik Heinig, Mattias Nohrborg, 
Johannes Ahlund
CAST: David Dencik, Ruth Vega Fernandez, 
David Fukamachi Regnfors, Sverrir Gudnason

Foreign Productions

L’ALTRA FRONTERA
(2014 Spain)
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Cine de Garage
DIRECTOR: Andre Cruz Shiraiwa
PRODUCERS: Andre Cruz Shiraiwa, 
Luis de la Madrid
CAST: Ariadna Gil, Biel Montoro, Laura Rayon, 
Ernesto Collado

GITEL
(2016 UK)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: Regulus Films, 
Gizmo Films, ICFW Films
DIRECTOR: Robert Mullan
PRODUCER: Artūras Dvinelis
CAST: Nikolaj Antonov, Gediminas Storpirštis, 
Sakalas Uždavinys, Marija Korenkaitė

TOKYO TRIAL
(2016 Japan, Netherlands, Canada)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: FATT Productions, 
Don Carmody Television, NHK Japan
DIRECTOR: Rob W. King, Pieter Verhoeff, 
Yoichiro Tkahaschi
PRODUCERS: Hans de Weers, Don Carmody, 
David Cormican, Shinsuke Naito, Takafumi Yuki
CAST: Paul Freeman, Serge Hazanavicius, 
Marcel Hensema, Jonathan Hyde, Irffan Khan
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SOBIBOR
(2018 Russia)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: Cinema Production 
Producer Center, Fetisov Illusion
DIRECTOR: Konstantin Khabenskiy
PRODUCERS: Elmira Aynulova, Gleb Fetisov, 
Maria Zhuromskaya
CAST: Konstantin Khabenskiy, 
Christopher Lambert, Mariya Kozhevnikova, 
Dainius Kazlauskas

CHERNOBYL
(2019 USA)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: HBO, 
Sky Television
DIRECTOR: Johan Renck
PRODUCER: Sanne Wohlenberg
CAST: Jared Harris, Emily Watson, 
Stellan Skarsgård, Philip Barantini, David Dencik

OUT STEALING HORSES
(2019 Norway)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: 4 1/2 Fiksjon, 
Norwegian Film Institute, 
Zentropa Entertainments, 
Zentropa International Sweden
DIRECTOR: Hans Petter Moland
PRODUCERS: Karin Julsrud, Turid Øversveen, 
Håkon Øverås
CAST: Stellan Skarsgård, Tobias Santelmann, 
Danica Curcic, Anders Baasmo Christiansen

TULIPANI, LOVE, HONOUR 
AND A BICYCLE
(2017 Netherlands, Canada, Italy)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: FATT Productions, 
DCTV Productions, Stemo Production, 
Draka Production
DIRECTOR: Mike van Diem
PRODUCERS: Hans de Weers, Elwin Looije, 
Don Carmody, David Cormican
CAST: Giancarlo Giannini, Ksenia Solo, 
Lidia Vitale, Gijs Naber

ASHES IN THE SNOW
(2018 USA, Lithuania)
PRODUCTION COMPANIES: Tauras Films, 
Sorento Productions, Twilight Merengue Studios
DIRECTOR: Marius A. Markevičius
PRODUCERS: Žilvinas Naujokas, 
Marius A. Markevicius, Chris Coen, 
Jonathan Schwartz
CAST: Bel Powley, Jonah Hauer-King, 
Lisa Loven-Kongsli, Tom Sweet, 
Martin Wallstrom, Peter Franzen

ASHES IN THE SNOW
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CHIUNE SUGIHARA (jap. 杉原千畝) - 
DIPLOMAT WHO HAS SAVED THE 
WORLD THOUSANDS OF TIMES

Sugihara was a Japanese diplomat, who 
served in 1939-1940 in Kaunas as vice consul 
for the Japanese Empire. During the Second 
World War, he saved about 6,000 lives of 
Lithuanian, Polish and German Jews by 
issuing ‘Visas for Life’ to Japan without official 
approval of the Japanese government. Many 
of the Jews called the gates that were earlier 
at the house, the ‘Gates of Hope’ to Japan. 

Chiune Sugihara

Historic Figures

Chiune Sugihara  
(Property of Sugihara House Museum)

The diplomat was still writing the so-called 
‘Visas for Life’ even after the closure of the 
consulate, and continued this work until the 
very last moment, till his train left Kaunas 
station. The last visas signed by him were 
thrown out of the departing train window.
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GEORGE MACIUNAS - A LITHUANIAN 
WHO HAS CHANGED THE WORLD 
HISTORY OF ART

George Maciunas (1931-1978) is known 
worldwide as the founder and leader of the 
experimental Fluxus art movement, which 
emerged in the 1960s. This was a movement 
of creators from various fields of arts, so 
it encompassed wide spectrum of creative 
activities – from photography and street art to 
poetry and drama.

Maciunas was born in Kaunas. At the end 
of the war, he fled to Germany and later 
emigrated to the USA. Encouraged by his 

George Maciunas

George Maciunas / Self-Portrait 
(Property of Jonas Mekas Visual Arts Centre)

mother, former ballet dancer of the State 
Theatre, he studied architecture, graphic 
design and musicology. Maciunas was distin-
guished as a versatile and inventive artist, he 
never lacked new plans and ideas.

In Kaunas, there is a George Maciunas square, 
the only square in the world that cannot be 
accessed. The idea of the square is based 
on the manifesto and philosophy of Fluxus 
movement, the godfather of which George 
Maciunas is.
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Wladyslaw Starevicz

WLADYSLAW STAREWICZ – PIONEER OF 
STOP-MOTION ANIMATION

It was in Kaunas where the ‘European Disney’ 
Vladislovas Starevičius (Wladyslaw Starewicz) 
(1882-1965) started his film-making career. 

Starewicz became world-famous as the 
pioneer of stop-motion animation and a 
wonder-worker who was well ahead of his 
time. In his films, he created the magical world 
of puppets, in which animals, birds, insects and 
other living creatures tell human stories like real 
actors. They ‘acted’ so convincingly that the 
audiences of his first films were convinced that 
Starewicz was taming live insects. Filmmakers 
of the time named Starewicz the Alchemist of 
the cinema. Among his fans was the Russian 
tsar and Walt Disney himself. 

Wladyslaw Starevicz 
(property of Lithuanian Theatre, Music and Cinema Museum)

Starewicz’s techniques of animation are still a 
mystery even for contemporary world-class 
animation professionals. Just like the creator’s 
personality – cosmopolitan, mysterious and 
provocative.   
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